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Nexscience Announces Release Of Xpress Manager 
 

The groundbreaking new IT Infrastructure Management Application for Mobile platforms aims 

to change the norms of infrastructure monitoring as it is done today.  

 

SANTA CLARA — JULY 7th, 2010 — Nexscience, a Mobile Software Specialist, 

announces the release of its latest application, Database Xpress Manager, for mobile platforms.  

Xpress Manager, the flagship mobile software application from Nexscience, features easy 

connectivity to remote Oracle databases providing real-time performance analysis as well as the 

ability to run queries from the mobile directly to your remote databases. Xpress Manager is a 

unique offering due to its ease of use and reliability. It supports the management of multiple 

database installations through a single management dashboard on your iPhone or iPad. Databases 

of all sizes ranging from a few Gigabytes to multiple Terabytes are supported.  

The product is offered both as a SaaS (Software as a Service) offering with no server side 

installations and no set up requirement, as well as an Enterprise Class Onsite Installation with a 

higher level of performance, scalability and security.  

"Xpress Manager has the potential to change how monitoring is done today,” said Faisal 

Faruqi, CTO for Nexscience and an Industry veteran. “Our unique Root Cause Analysis provides 

our customers with the capability of doing much more with their mobiles than simply get a vague 

message informing them that their mission critical applications are not available”  



For more information, please visit http://www.nexscience.com. Xpress Manager is 

available for download on iTunes as well as at the website above. 

About Nexscience: Nexscience was launched in 2009 as the company focusing on building the next 

generation of mobile applications for IT infrastructure management. Nexscience is based in Santa Clara, CA. 
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